Common Hurdles In Contract Management Process
Contract Management process consists of organizing, systematic filing and safe storage of all the
contracts that are bound to be relevant for any legal firm or an organization.
However, the contract management process faces some challenges from the time it is created to its
execution. Some of the hurdles that can be come across and the ways to overcome them are listed
below.
Hurdles in Contract Management Process
Finite and Minimal Resources
When the firm or the organization have limited access to resources in terms of legal knowledge,
infrastructure or human resources to handle then it becomes a cumbersome task to keep track of
the contracts.
Focus On Strategic Work Time
Lack of proper time allocation is done to handling Contract Lifecycle Management services due to
strategic works that need more attention for the company growth. This will lead to the backlogs of
contract maintenance when much needed time is not devoted to it.
Increase in Turnaround Time
Automation of contracts will lead to a quick turnaround time. If a business encounters a huge
volume of contracts and not a solid automation system in place or robust automation software to
deal with the pile of contracts then a quick turnaround time becomes a dream
Old Hat Tools and Technology
A law firm or any business needs the new and updated contract management tools and the latest
technology to handle the contract life cycle management tasks from initiation to renewal or until it
comes to the contract end terms.
Common Contract Oversights
The most common unprofessional contract management oversights that can be avoided are:
The total number of contracts the legal firm or business handles or has with them.
Unsure of the status of active contracts and invalid or time or condition expired ones.
No chronological or systematic storage and hence lack quick retrieval when the time arises.
No faster means of bringing up all the contract status under a given time or at a range of time
period.
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No reminders set on contract life cycle duration in case the time is near for renewal or for any
particular contract specific conditions to look into before it gets forgotten or lost in improper
handling mistakes.
Hence to give the due importance to a contract, the above hurdles and oversights can be overcome
by outsourcing your voluminous contracts to legal process outsourcing firms which are more tactical
and equipped for a better contract management process.
Good contract management ensures more benefits and enhances your client's trust with you.
At AEREN LPO, we have a dedicated team who are well versed and specialized in contract
management and contract life cycle management with our cutting edge tools, infrastructure, and
technology. To know more about us and what legal process outsourcing services we can offer to you,
visit us at www.aerenlpo.com
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